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Quote of the week: 

 

“We are tied to the ocean. And when we go back to the sea, whether  

   it is to sail or to watch - we are going back from where we came” 

 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy (May 29, 1917 – November 22, 1963), American politician who served as  

the 35th President of the United States from January 1961 until his assassination in November 1963. 
 

MARKET COMMENTARY 

 
Bulkers: We experienced a quiet week in the second hand market with only bulk carriers changing 
hands, the majority sold to Greek & Far Eastern buyers. Low ships' prices are still attracting 
speculative investors, while the chartering market has not shown any sign of improvement, floating at 
historical low levels, around the 600 mark. We recorded a total of 7 transactions  (2 kamsarmaxes, 1 
panamax, 1 supramax, 1 handymax and 2 handies). Flavour of the week is undoubtedly the sale of 
the Chinese controlled five year old handysize NEW SAILING STAR (32K BLT 2010 

ZHENGXING/P.R.C, 5 HO/5 HA, 3-GENERATORS, CR 4X30T) to Taiwanese interests for just mid-high 
$6 mill region, setting a new benchmark. 
 
Demolition: Subcontinent market has soften due to the start of the monsoon season. Indian rates have 
deteriorated to levels well below $400 per lt for all ships 'types, however Bangladesh & Pakistan are 
still paying in excess of $400 for tankers. Five more capers and two more panamax bulkers have been 
lined up for torching this week. Some cash buyers forecast at least 100 cape units going for scrap this 
year, forced by the terrible (below opex) charter rates. Larger bulkers (capes & panamaxes) are still 
commanding prices in excess of $400 per lt, while smaller sizes (handies/handymaxes) get abt $390 per 
lt. For an overview of the recycling market rates this week, please check our comprehensive 
demometer below: 
 
 

 

 

SALES 
 

BULKERS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
M/V "TORM ISLAND" - 82,194 dwt, blt 2010, Tsuneishi/Japan, NK, ss/dd due 04/2015, 7HO/7HA, B+W 6S60MC-C 
Sold to Greek buyers (clients of Diana Shipping) for $18.2 mill basis ss/dd just passed in Beihai Qingdao Shipyard, China 
 
M/V "PRABHU SHER" - 81,134 dwt, blt 2011 Hyundai /South  Korea, IR, ss/dd due 07/2016, 7HO/7HA, B+W 6S60MC-C 
Sold to Greek buyers for $17.2- $17.5 mill (price in line with last week's exact sister's sale of Blue Matterhorn sold for 

$17.4-$17.8 mill) 
 
M/V "PONTODAMON" - 72,917 dwt, blt 2000 Jinhae/South Korea, NK, 7HO/7HA, B+W 6S60MC, LDT 10913 
Sold to Chinese buyers for $6.2 mill basis ss/dd surveys freshly passed last month at Oman 
 
M/V "TMS MARIA" - 52,403 dwt, blt 2001 Tsuneishi/Japan, LR, ss/dd due 02/2016, 5HO/5HA, B+W 6S50MC, Cr 4X30T 
Sold to Greek buyers (clients of Loadline) for $7.5 mill basis ss/dd surveys  due 
 
M/V "COLCHESTER CASTLE" - 45,300 dwt, blt 1996 Jiangnan/China, RI, ss/dd due 06/2016, 5HO/5HA, Sulzer 6RTA52, 
 Cr 4X30T, LDT 9563 
Sold to Singaporean buyers for $4.1 mill (Note: which translates to about $431.5 per lt) 
 

 

LION’S DEMOMETER (USD $ / LT) 

COUNTRY BULKER TANKER CONT/TWEEN TREND 

TURKEY 245-250 255-260 250-255 stable 

PAKISTAN 390-400 400-415 - soft 

INDIA 355-360 375-390 375-385 soft 

BANGLADESH 385-395 400-410 380-400 soft 

CHINA 200-210 210-220 210-220 stable 
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M/V "NEW SAILING STAR" - 32,912 dwt, blt 2010, Zhejiang
B+W 6S42MC, Cr 4X30T 
Sold to Taiwanese buyers for $6.5 mill 
 

M/V "SUPER CHALLENGE" - 28,581 dwt, blt 1996 
Sold to Greek buyers for $4 mill basis dry
 

M/V "MED BRIDGE" - 28,493 dwt, blt 1990 
Sold to Chinese buyers for $3 mill  
(Note: off market deal, 2 generators, 

 

TWEEN/MPP                                        

 
M/V "NILS B" - 3,506 dwt, blt 1998 Komarno
Sold to undisclosed buyers for $2.3 mill
which can be used for up to 2 movable vertical bulkheads

 

DEMOLITION                                        

 

(Please note that if some of the prices reported 

our demometer in the first page of 

the market and do not reflect the current market situation)
 

Bulkers: 
M/V "NGMSAILOR" - LDT 24,162 
Demo to PAKISTAN for $418 per LDT
 
M/V "PROSPERITY" - LDT 19,856

Demo to BANGLADESH/PAKISTAN
 
M/V "IRON QUEEN" - LDT 19,869 
Demo to BANGLADESH for $419 per 
 
M/V "NEW HORIZON" - LDT 20,894

Demo to INDIA/PAKISTAN/BANGLADESH
 
M/V "CHIKUZEN 8" - LDT 18,006 
Demo to INDIA/PAKISTAN/BANGLADESH
 
M/V "ANANGEL OMONIA" - LDT 10,472

Demo "AS IS" FUJAIRAH (final destination 
 
M/V "RONG YI" - LDT 9,082 - 70,321 dwt, blt 1989, Sanoyas/Japan, RI, 7HO/7H
Demo to BANGLADESH for $395 per LDT
 
M/V "GREAT HOPE" -LDT 6,727 -
Demo to BANGLADESH for $364 per 
 
Containers: 

M/V "MOL WISDOM" - LDT 15,559

Demo to INDIA for $435-$443 per LDT
                                     
 

We are members of: 
 

 
 

 

 

 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER 
 

This report has been produced on information collected from a variety of source
newspapers, maritime websites, ship agent's reports, etc
contained in this report should not be considered as investment recommendations and is 
the time of preparing this report. No market analysis can guarantee accuracy as shipping is a high risk business.
reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of information 
accept any liability whatsoever for any 
company nor its directors nor its employees shall be liable in any way for any claimed loss or damage occurred by information & 
analysis contained herein. This report is intended solely for the information of the email recipient account
of this report may not be reproduced 
approval.  

 

All rights reserved.  

32,912 dwt, blt 2010, Zhejiang Zhenxing/China, BV ss/dd due 06/2015, 

 basis ss/dd surveys due this month 

28,581 dwt, blt 1996 Tsuneishi/Japan, NK, 5HO/5HA, B+W 5S50MC, 
basis dry-docking surveys freshly passed beginning of this year (Jan 2015)

28,493 dwt, blt 1990 Imabari/Japan, BV, 5HO/5HA, B+W 5S50MC, Cr 4X30.5T

, having a subcontinent scrap value today of abt $2.4 mill) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Komarno/Slovenia, GL, 1 BOXLIKE HO/1HA, 167 teus, Alpha 7L28/32A, Cr 2X35T
buyers for $2.3 mill  (Note: tweendecker convertible to single, vsl has a full set of tweendeck pontoons, 

to 2 movable vertical bulkheads) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

that if some of the prices reported below do not correspond to the current scrap market levels (as per 

in the first page of this report), they are most probably older deals that recently 

current market situation) 

 - 164,188 dwt, blt 1996, Aesa/Spain, LR, 9HO/9HA, B+W 6S70MC
for $418 per LDT 

 - 161,192 dwt, blt 1995, Hyundai/South Korea, NK, 9HO/9HA, B+W 6S70MC
PAKISTAN for $420 per LDT (Note: Incl. 1000T bunkers r.o.b.) 

 - 161,183 dwt, blt 1996, Hyundai /South Korea, BV, 9HO/9HA, Sulzer 6RTA72U
for $419 per LDT 

LDT 20,894 - 154,578 dwt,  blt 1992, Hyundai/South Korea, KR, 9HO/9HA, B+W 6S70MC
BANGLADESH (buyer's option) for $416 per LDT 

 - 150,842 dwt, blt 1993, Sanoyas/Japan, NK, 9HO/9HA, Sulzer 8RTA62
BANGLADESH (buyer's option) for $421 per LDT 

LDT 10,472 - 73,519 dwt, blt 1996, Hyundai/South Korea, LR, 7HO/7HA, B+W 5S60MC
destination PAKISTAN) for $400 per LDT (Note: Incl. 200T ROB) 

70,321 dwt, blt 1989, Sanoyas/Japan, RI, 7HO/7HA, Mitsubishi 6UEC60LA
for $395 per LDT 

- 33,024 dwt, blt 1984, Mitsubishi/Japan, PD, 5HO/5HA, Akasaka 6UE52LA, Cr 4X25T
for $364 per LDT 

LDT 15,559 - 39,684 dwt, blt 1995, Tsuneishi/Japan, NK, 7HO/13HA, 2852 teus,
$443 per LDT (Note: Green recycling) 

 

produced on information collected from a variety of sources (shipbrokers' reports, market’s gossip, maritime 
newspapers, maritime websites, ship agent's reports, etc…) and is given in good faith & without any guarantee. Analysis 

ould not be considered as investment recommendations and is based on the current market situation at 
No market analysis can guarantee accuracy as shipping is a high risk business.
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, 5 HO/5 HA,  

5HO/5HA, B+W 5S50MC,  Cr 4X30.5T, logger 
s year (Jan 2015) 

Imabari/Japan, BV, 5HO/5HA, B+W 5S50MC, Cr 4X30.5T, LDT 5970 

                                                                                                                             

HO/1HA, 167 teus, Alpha 7L28/32A, Cr 2X35T 
has a full set of tweendeck pontoons, 

                                                                                                                             

do not correspond to the current scrap market levels (as per 

recently became known to 

dwt, blt 1996, Aesa/Spain, LR, 9HO/9HA, B+W 6S70MC 

B+W 6S70MC 

Sulzer 6RTA72U 

9HO/9HA, B+W 6S70MC 

Sulzer 8RTA62 

7HO/7HA, B+W 5S60MC 
 

A, Mitsubishi 6UEC60LA 

6UE52LA, Cr 4X25T 

39,684 dwt, blt 1995, Tsuneishi/Japan, NK, 7HO/13HA, 2852 teus, B+W 8K90MC 

market’s gossip, maritime 
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